Event 1. The Saturday's cleaning of the reservoir.

On 04.03.2017 a great cleaning of the shore of the Łącki Reservoir took place. We supported the social action organized by the Anglers Circle No 44 in Pszczyna in cooperation with the City Hall.

At the entrance of the Pszczynka River to the Łącki Reservoir, the students from 8 am started all the cleaning work, which lasted through the afternoon, passing through parts of the area around reservoir.

The shores of the Łącki Reservoir and the banks of Pszczynka River were cleaned up. Pupils were proud due to have collected 25 large bags of waste and cleaned up the indicated area.
**Event 2. Poster classes in Pszczyna park**

On March 6 and 7, 2017, students created environmental posters and slogans to reduce CO2 emissions and thereby improve the state of the global ocean.

During the creation of the posters, they have been read the educational materials and reviewed the literature. Their little masterpieces have been showed passersby in Pszczyna park.

They caused, that the people of Pszczyna stopping for a moment, with a reflection on "ecological behavior in their lives". After all, the true protection of the environment is not the act intended to completely cease human interference in nature and preserve it in a perfectly intact condition, but provide harmonious coexistence and co-development of man and the surrounding nature. It is primarily a new lifestyle, a new attitude to nature.

This is an attitude that students of PZS 2 in Pszczyna, want to learn up and teach others!!!
Event 3. About ocean in Český Těšín

On March 09, 2017, the girls of our school have participated in ALBRECHTOVEJ STŘEDNÍ ŠKOLE, in Český Těšín, in ecological workshops. Participants and lecturers it was an international group from Portugal, Spain, Slovakia, the Czech Republic, and only the students of our school represented Poland. An additional challenge was communication in English and Czech.

After a difficult, long-lasting but interesting job, the effects were astounding. Together we came up with a script for an original film promoting ecological life, as well as posters with slogans.

On March 27, 2017, the students went to the workshop, as part of the EduCO2cean Erasmus + project, prepared by the library staff, in the frame of cooperation with the school.

During their classes at the library, they participated in film projections on the conservation of living in the oceans, and they became acquainted with the literature on broadly understood knowledge about the biodiversity of the oceans and their climate. They created posters presenting the diagnosis of the problem of the ocean poisoning, based on a survey of the library holdings. Ocean Workshop in the Pedagogical Library in Pszczyna.

On March 27, 2017, the students went to the workshop, as part of the EduCO2cean Erasmus + project, prepared by the library staff, in the frame of cooperation with the school.

During their classes at the library, they participated in film projections on the conservation of living in the oceans, and they became acquainted with the literature on broadly understood knowledge about the biodiversity of the oceans and their climate. They created posters presenting the diagnosis of the problem of the ocean poisoning, based on a survey of the library holdings.
Event 5. Ecological classes at the Cieszyn Penitentiary.

On 28.03.2017 a group of students went to Cieszyn. First, in the prison, the students have been presented of oceanic curiosities as well as tips on environmental protection. Then they presented the original fairy tale with the moral, what would happen to the world and nature when we do not change our thinking and behavior. The whole was alternated by poems with the ecological thought. Between students and prisoners was ensued a debate, where ideas for saving water at the school and the prison were invented.

Later, the pupils together with the student of the Department of Ethnology and Education of the University of Silesia asked the prisoners to common singing a proeological song related to the protection of the oceans. Text of the song below (in Polish).

**OCEAN WIĘC TO MIEJSCE ŚWIĘTE, NIEZNAANE, DZIKIE OGROMNE I NIEOKIELŻNANE!!!** (h A h+ h)

**WODY W GŁĘBINACH, W MIĘNIĄCYCH RAFACH, W PIĘKNE SWEJ DUSZY, W PODWODNYCH PTAKACH,**

**KRYJE SWE ŻYCIE, WIELKIE OBSZARY, NIEZYKŁEJ MIARY – OCEAN CAŁY.**

**KTÓREGO CZŁOWIEK KOCHAČ NIE UMIE, ÓW ŚWIAT PODWODNY NISZCZY,**

**RUJNUJE, OKRADA, ŚMIECI, OLEJE WLEWA, NIE WIEDZĄC, ŻE ŻYCIE SOBIE I INNYM ODBIERA.**

**GDYŻ TO OCEAN ZASILA ŚWIAT LUDZI, TWORZY GÓRY, MUSZLE ROŚLINY DO ŻYCIA BUDZI,**

**NIE DAJ WIĘC INNYM GO TAK RUJNOWAĆ, DAJ PRZYKŁAD I STARAJ SIĘ GO ODBUDOWAĆ.**

**BO NASZA PRZYSZŁOŚĆ ZALEŻY OD NIEGO, BEZ WODY BOWIEM BRAKNIE ŻYCIA KOLEGO.**

**OCEAN WIĘC TO MIEJSCE ŚWIĘTE, NIZNAANE,**

**DZIKIE OGROMNE I NIEOKIELŻNANE!!!** (h A h+ h)
Event 6. Activities at the POSIR hall.

On May 5, 2017, classes for children from kindergartens of the Pszczyna Commune were held. For ocean-related classes, more than 100 children were included in the EDUCO2CEAN Erasmus + project. As part of the attractions also took place Ecological Games. Children divided into groups had many tasks to do, among them: fun with droplets, solving rebuses, chatting and the moving activities with garbage sorting. At the end, each participant received a medal, specially prepared for the occasion.

During the Gardens of Daisy, 20-21.05.2017, the students helped to lead the stand of the Youth Club of Sociotherapy Center of TPD in Pszczyna. There, they were involving the passersby to reflect on the future of the environment. For young children they created a stand with paintings, which contained copyrighted comics about the protection of air and water. Interest in this subject was large, and especially children. Young people also learned about how to protect the gardens, how to cherish them.

On May 26, 2017, the youth went to the Urban Plant of Greenery, where students helped with the work and learned the secrets of planting various plants. The youth learned why it is important planting new plants for future generations and a healthier environment.
Event 9. About the oceans with the media.

On 28.05. In 2017, during the children's festival in Ćwiklice, there was an action raising up awareness that all of us are responsible for the oceans and their future. Children watched a multimedia presentation specially prepared, about the trivia about the oceans.

We also visited the church Sacred Heart of Jesus in Piasek, where the whole object is heated geothermally.